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Creating Flexibility

Examples of combining the U&Z products:
CX8122

®

External System

Knob Module +
Cylinder Body + Mechanical Knob
CX8120		CX6710 		CX6712

CX8124

Knob Module
CX8120

+

Cylinder Body + 	 Knob Module
CX6710 		 CX8120

Access Control System | Updater
(External System)
CX8126

Knob Module
CX8120 		

+

Half Cylinder Body
CX6711

User
CX8182

®

Cylinder Body with securely coupled Knob
CX6780 				
Cylinder offline

+

Knob Module
CX8180

Electronic Door Handle offline
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Creating Flexibility

OSS Standard Offline
With the OSS Standard Offline, companies may now easily integrate
offline locking units of different brands and by different manufacturers

CX8122

CX8172

with single-sided authorisation

Electronic Door
Handle as round
and oval rose

into their access control system. Companies are no longer bound
to a specific manufacturer and can choose those products that best
meet their specific requirements.

CX8124
with double-sided authorisation
CX8174

Access Control without OSS Standard Offline
There are many different offline electronic locking units on the market.
These are not connected to an access control system via a cable,

CX8126
Half Cylinder

Electronic Door Fitting
in wide and narrow version
as well as with short plate

but work autonomously and are powered by batteries. The access
rights are read from the card and the lock will either unlock or not
on the basis of that. These rights are written onto the card by the
access control system. But each manufacturer has its own method

CX8162

CX8132/34

Compact Electronic
Knob Cylinder

Wall Mounted Reader
Indoor and Outdoor version

for this and therefore it is not possible to combine offline locking
units of different manufacturers.
Access Control with OSS Standard Offline

CX8182
with evaluation electronics
on the inside

Thanks to the standard, lock of different brands can read the same
permissions from the card and interpret them the same way.
Advantages of the new standard:

CX8192
Cabinet Lock

• Easily use any offline locks of any brand in a system
• Greater flexibility and more options for the clients
• Compatible with LEGIC® advant and MIFARE® DESFire®

Product range of the Electronic Locking Units

CX8126
Half Cylinder integrated into
a server lock with pivoting lever

